
JITX is transformational technology changing decades of circuit board design at a time when the 
professional industry is understaffed, strained, and eager to ship products.



Timeline of JITX

Founders, Duncan and Patrick, pursuing their PhDs at Cal Berkeley under their Advisor, Jonathan.

Together, they each bring different skills and expertise into the JITX vision. Duncan first presented his 
first version of his award winning conference paper in 2013 then together with Patrick and Jonathan, 
spun out the company in August 2017 armed with a DARPA grant.  Then, joined the YCombinator class 
to learn how to be a company and became a Design Consultancy to "dog food" the product on 
ourselves.   They found that people are willing to pay for this product.   After being top of class of the 
YC, JITX secured Series A funding through Sequoia VC end of 2020. In 2021, the team at just 6 
members started to ramp up hiring goals and work towards the automation milestones of the software 
product.



Customers for JITX

Our customers would be the professional Electrical Engineer.  Small or mid sized teams with limited 
resources or larger groups that are strained.  We are not pursuing the hobbyists. Customers are 
organizations like Semiconductors, IoT, Robotics, Medical Devices, and more...



Day to Day @ JITX

JITX is about being in an environment where everyone wants to learn from each other, talk about what 
they're working on and what ideas they have for the product, and cross-pollinate ideas between 
engineering, operations, and business development.



Typical Day @ JITX

We have a company wide Stand-Up meeting each morning at 10am PST.  This is an opportunity for all 
of us to interact by zoom, greet each other, some conversation but also take turns to share what is on 
the horizon for their day and where they will need some help. 



Fridays, we have a longer learning moment in a lunch and learn. Trending topics include AI, Virtual 
Machines, or even what it means to hold equity into JITX. 



Culture @ JITX

JITX supports strong values in trust, vulnerability, accountability.  The team is incredibly smart but 
humble and kind. We work on what’s important, bring our whole self, and let curiosity make magic.



We are engineers, musicians, and outdoors enthusiasts. JITX offers a supportive environment for 
solving very difficult problems while growing in the process.  Our creativity starts with less meetings 
but ample collaboration, allowing for a very productive environment!
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